
Picture Script Changes for GEDCOM 5.5 Export

These are the changes to the PediTree Picture Scripts for GEDCOM 5.5 export to Family Tree Maker.  On the left are the existing scripts for Elton55 

version 1510; on the right the new ones for version 2103.  The significantly-altered text on the right is highlighted, ignoring some layout changes that 

don’t matter.  The first three are for groups event, occupation and residence. The name of the group is left on the heading, the script-name on the right.  

The last five scripts are for the Person (1 + PLAN...) and Source records (3).  The last two are new Source picture scripts GCITE & GSCITE, which 

need to be added before other changes are made.

Version 1510 Version 2103

event picture script GED
[|"2 DATE "date]
[|"2 PLAC "place]
[|"2 SOUR @S-"source.rin"@"]

event picture script GED
[|"2 DATE "date]
[|"2 PLAC "place]
if source present then
  GCITE(source)
end

occupation picture script OCCU
"1 OCCU" title
if to present then |"2 DATE "["BET"from"AND"]to
else [|"2 DATE "from] end
[|"2 PLAC " ["for"org] ["at" place] ]
[|"2 SOUR @S-"source.rin"@"]

occupation picture script OCCU
"1 OCCU " title
if to present then |"2 DATE "["BET"from"AND"]to
else [|"2 DATE "from] end
if org present or place present then
 |"2 PLAC " ["for"org] ["at" place]
end
if source present then
  GCITE(source)
end

residence picture script RESI
"1 RESI"
if to present then |"2 DATE "["BET"from"AND"] to
else [|"2 DATE "from] end
|"2 PLAC " [dwelling"," road] [","locality] [","town
county][","postcode]
[|"2 SOUR @S-"source.rin"@"]

residence picture script RESI
"1 RESI"
if to present then |"2 DATE "["BET"from"AND"] to
else [|"2 DATE "from] end
|"2 PLAC " [dwelling" "] [road", "] [locality", "]
[town ", "] [county", "][postcode ", "] [country]
if source present then
  GCITE(source)
end

Person picture script GEDCOM
|"0 @I-"rin"@ INDI"  [|"1 SEX "sex]
[|"1 FAMC @F-"parents.rin"@"]
[|"1 FAMC @F-"adoptedBy.RIN"@"
 |"2 PEDI adopted"
 |"2 NOTE adopted by:" adoptedBy]
[| FAMS(marriages)]
[|"1 NAME " forenames" /"surname "/"postfix]
if forenames present or surname present then
 [|"2 NPFX "prefix]
 [|"2 NICK "nickname]
end
[|"1 TITL " title]
[| BIRT(birth)] [| CHR(christening)] [| DEAT(death)]

Person picture script GEDCOM
|"0 @I-"rin"@ INDI"  [|"1 SEX "sex]
[|"1 FAMC @F-"parents.rin"@"]
[|"1 FAMC @F-"adoptedBy.RIN"@"
 |"2 PEDI adopted"
 |"2 NOTE adopted by:" adoptedBy]
[| FAMS(marriages)]
[|"1 NAME " forenames" /"surname "/"postfix]
if forenames present or surname present then
 [|"2 NPFX "prefix]
 [|"2 NICK "nickname]
end
[|"1 TITL " title]
[| BIRT(birth)] [| CHR(christening)] [| DEAT(death)]
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Version 1510 Version 2103

[| BURI(burial)] [| WILL(will)]
[| OCCU(occupation)]
[| RESI(residence)]
[| SOUR(sources)]
separator="
1 EDUC "
[|"1 EDUC "education]
separator=|
[|"1 REFN "refnum]
CENS(censuses)
if notes present or objects present then | "1 NOTE "
notes [ |"Objects: "| detail(objects)]
end

[| BURI(burial)] [| WILL(will)]
[| OCCU(occupation)]
[| RESI(residence)]
if sources present then
 | GSCITE(sources)
end
separator="
1 EDUC "
[|"1 EDUC "education]
separator=|
[|"1 REFN "refnum]
CENS(censuses)
if notes present or objects present then | "1 NOTE "
notes [ |"Objects: "| detail(objects)]
end

(Person) Plan picture script detailbox 
detail(descendant) tree(descendant)
tree(treemarriage)
detail(spouse) tree(spouse) treepar(spouse)
[| "Objects:"descendant.objects]
|"DB=Elton55.1510  HTM scripts GED5.5"

(Person) Plan picture script detailbox
detail(descendant) tree(descendant)
tree(treemarriage)
detail(spouse) tree(spouse) treepar(spouse)
[| "Objects:"descendant.objects]
|"DB=Elton55.2103  HTM scripts GED5.5 for FTM enhanced"

Source picture script GEDCOM
|"0 @S-"rin"@ SOUR"
[|"1 ABBR "type]
[|"1 PUBL "date type publisher]
[|"1 AUTH "author]
[|"1 REFN "refnum]
[|"1 TITL "title]
if place present or county present or censuses present or
objects present or text present or
notes present
then
| "1 TEXT " [| text]
[|"Place:" place county]
[|"Censuses: "| line(censuses)]
[|"Objects: " | detail(objects)]
[| notes]
end

Source picture script GEDCOM
|"0 @S-"rin"@ SOUR"
[|"1 ABBR "type]
[|"1 PUBL "date type publisher]
[|"1 AUTH "author]
[|"1 REFN "refnum]
[|"1 TITL "title]
if place present or county present or censuses present or
objects present or text present or
   notes present then
 | "1 TEXT "
 if refnum present then
   |  "Reference: "refnum
 end
 [| text]
 [|"Place:" place county]
 [|"Censuses: "| line(censuses)]
 [|"Objects: " | detail(objects)]
 [| notes]
end

Source picture script GCITE
|"2 SOUR @S-"RIN"@"
[|"3 DATA"
 |"4 TEXT "text]

Source picture script GSCITE
|"1 SOUR @S-"RIN"@"
[|"2 PAGE "refnum]
[|"2 DATA"
|"3 TEXT "text]
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